
Presidential  Election  2012:
Are we self-destructive?

We  really,
honestly  cannot
afford to reelect
Barack Obama!

After just 3 years and 7 months of Obamanomics we are on the
verge of economic collapse. That’s not hyperbole my friends;
it is the unavoidable truth. Forget about what he inherited.
Reagan inherited a similar situation and he turned it into the
longest peace-time continuous period of economic growth in
U.S. history. Obamanomics has failed on a scale reminiscent of
the 1930’s and if we don’t grow up, face the facts, and make
some seriously mature decisions, America may never recover.
(See Obama Economic Record)

I think it instructive to read the following. It was written
as a cautionary tale during the 2008 Presidential Election.

Originally posted during the 2008
election campaign.
A worrisome opinion on our Presidential Election 2008:

So America, are we really going to do something incredibly
self-destructive, like elect a radical politician from Chicago
who is probably the least qualified presidential candidate
ever?
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Please forgive me for being just a tiny little bit concerned
and for thinking that this would be the most irresponsible
thing we could possibly do. In fact, it concerns me so much
that I asked as many Barack Obama supporters as I could find
to tell me why they would vote for him. Here is what they told
me:

“He has a good voice.” Someone actually told me that!
“He’s  a  great  speaker.”  He  almost  always  uses  a
teleprompter to deliver carefully constructed speeches.
“He is a good debater.” So why don’t we just have an
“American Idol Debater Contest” and the winner gets to
be  Commander-In-Chief  of  the  most  powerful  military
force in the history of the world? Forget about silly
things like experience and other foolish qualifications.
“I  like  what  he  says.”  Since  he  has  no  record  of
significant  accomplishment,  why  should  we  believe  he
will or can keep any promises he makes? (See: Obama’s
Broken Promises. Now there is a record.)
“He’s black and it would be really good to have a black
president.” Yes, it would be great, but how about a
black  president  who  is  actually  qualified  to  be
president? There are many such men and women in our
country right now, but Barack Obama is not one of them.

Look, I want to know as much about the candidates as I can.
Yet, what every Obama supporter I spoke with left out was, “He
is the most qualified candidate.” No one even mentioned it! So
I asked some more questions:

Does it matter that he has not even finished his first
term in the senate? (Answer: No.)
Does it matter that he has missed 306 votes and has
spent  most  of  his  time  in  the  senate  running  for
president?  (Answer:  No.)
Do  you  care  about  his  very  real  history  of  radical
associations? (Answer: No.)
Does it matter that both Hillary Clinton and his running
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mate, Joe Biden, said that he is not qualified to be the
President of the United States? (Answer: No.)

You get the idea. So what is going on here? Well, apparently,
we have become an “American Idol” nation. (See: How Obama Got
Elected.) Too many of us are acting like characters in a
Hollywood movie instead of responsible citizens of the most
precious nation in world history.

This is not complicated, folks. One candidate is eminently
qualified  to  be  president  and  the  other  is  seriously
unqualified. One candidate has spent most of his life fighting
for political reform. The other candidate has no such record
and has spent most of his short time in the senate making
grandiose speeches full of promises in order to persuade you
to make him the most powerful man in the world.

Come on America, we are not in a Hollywood movie and this is
not an “American Idol” contest. Let’s get serious. Are we
really going to do something incredibly self-destructive in
presidential election 2008, like elect the least qualified
presidential candidate ever?

That was then. Let’s get it right this
time!
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